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ABSTRACT 

Pharmacy is one of business that run in a medical field. Pharmacy is a place to buy 

and sell drugs that customers will bought based on their needs or medical 

prescription. Pharmacy don’t only serves customers who bought drugs that doesn’t 

based on prescription, but they also serve customers who do examination in clinic 

and other health facilities to get a prescripted-drug in a pharmacy. This application 

is a web-based application. This application is made to prevent a long queue that 

will ease the customers to make a transaction faster and precise. The inflicted 

problem in this pharmacy is because of the long queue 

Applications Sales accompanied the consultation is implemented to assist 

Pharmacies in doing a more effective job so that it will make it easier for his work 

with employees and avoid the risk of mistakes made and employees steer clear of 

did the loss against the pharmacy. As well as assist the customer to do online 

booking or reservations required recommendations from a doctor or a prescription 

drug. The application created in the base Website. This application was created to 

prevent long queues that will make it easier for customers to Transact quickly and 

precisely. The problem posed in this Pharmacy because there is a long queue and 

there is no drug replacement if the medications ordered are not available and the 

process of logging the drugs still using books and copied to excel perminggunya. 

Logging a drug made to resolve the problem in terms of drug stock logging 

incoming as well as outgoing, makes it easy for employees logging in log incoming 

or outgoing drug because the data will go faster to database programs. This 

application can make it easier for Customer to buy drugs online without having to 

do a long queue. 
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